
Europe enjoyed a strong tourism rebound over the summer months as Covid-19 disruptions abated.

EUROPEAN TOURISM HAS RALLIED DESPITE COST-OF-LIVING PRESSURES

EU countries are taking a unified approach to 
sanctions  against Russia

The next best performers were Montenegro (+27%),
Monaco (+4%), and Turkey (-12%).

Indian arrivals to Serbia remain up 371% relative to
2019 thanks to its role as a loophole in other
countries travel requirements.

Over half of reporting destinations have recovered to at least 77% of 2019 levels of foreign arrivals

Serbia, as a non-EU member, reports strong arrivals (+47%)
and overnights (+132%) growth from Russia. Cyprus, has been
affected significantly, reporting a 94% arrivals drop compared
to 2019.

Trends & Prospects - Q3/2022
European Tourism: 

Declines in arrivals range from -77% in Romania to -97%
in Austria. Declines in overnights range from -32% in
Serbia to -96% in Norway. 

Recovery of US arrivals and overnights has picked
up through the summer
Turkey (+61%), Portugal (+17%), Lithuania (+7%),
Montenegro (+6%), and Poland (+6%) all report growth in
arrivals on 2019 from the US. The strong dollar should
facilitate further recovery.

With the exception of Serbia (-63%), year-to-date arrivals from
Japan range between -74% (Slovakia) and -97% (Latvia) on 2019.

 

Overseas travel  from China remains restricted

Data Sources: TourMIS, Tourism Economics, STR Global, 
IATA, Eurocontrol

The Canadian government removed travel restrictions as
the summer progressed.

Industry Performance

Within long-haul source markets there is a marked division in travel recovery

The best recovery in arrivals was reported in Turkey, up 28% on
2019 levels, with Monaco -1% also doing well.  Arrivals in Latvia
(-82%), Slovakia (-65%), and Lithuania (-64%) remain weak.

Recovery in travel from Japan remains comparatively
weak across European destinations.

FOR DETAILED RESULTS, PLEASE HAVE A LOOK AT THE FULL REPORT

Data from Eurocontrol shows that flight volumes were down just
11% in August compared to the same month of 2019.

Global Hotel Performance 

Latvia -52%

Source: TourMIS, INSETE, Visit Britain  *date varies (Jan-Sep) by destination

Czech Republic -56%

-45%

STR data shows Europe has the best performance in overall RevPAR
growth terms (up 110.7%), seeing especially strong occupancy growth
(up 62%) when compared with the same months of 2021.

Special Focus:
Economic challenges 

No destination in Europe has reported growth on 2019
levels from Australia 
Serbia has recovered the most with overnights from Australia
just 5% below 2019 levels, while arrivals in Turkey were down
9%. Arrivals in Lithuania, Malta, Latvia, and Finland are more
than 70% lower than 2019.

Serbia and Monaco were the only two destinations
to enjoy growth from Brazil 
Switzerland has also appeared as a relatively strong
performer, with nights at -17% and arrivals at -23% on 2019
levels. This is in stark contrast to neighbouring Austria at
-55% and -59% respectively
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The recovery in flights volumes plateaued since april, indicative of
capacity constraints hampering continued recovery.

A looming recession and higher inflation across Europe will
weigh on consumer spending and tourism demand, delaying but
not derailing recovery. 

For airlines, jet fuel prices, labour costs, and a reduced supply
of flights within winter schedules puts an upward pressure on
airfares 

Another key downside risk for the economy and travel as a
whole is possible gas rationing, with Germany and Italy, the
EU's largest gas consumers traditionally reliant on Russia,
expecting supplies to be down by 20% on 2021 in the winter.

Jet Fuel and Crude Oil Price Per Gallon

International arrivals to Europe under the downside scenario

However, the region was not exempt from turmoil arising from the prolonged war in Ukraine, labour shortages,
elevated food and energy prices, and stalling economic growth.

Despite acute challenges, Europe’s travel bounce-back is expected to continue in the remaining months of 2022,
led by cost-conscious and value-driven travel.

Flight Volumes in European Network Area

The impact on travel is expected to be less than on the overall
economy. Short-haul travel makes up around 72% of total
visits in Europe. Demand will focus on such short-haul trips,
which tend to be cheaper and represent better value-for-
money for Europeans wishing to travel.

Lithuania

Europe was the second best performing region in terms of
Revenue Passenger Kilometers for the month August, at 78.6% of
2019 levels, only after North America at 85.4%.

Monthly Air Passenger Growth

The stronger dollar over the Euro will boost arrivals from the
US, as Europe becomes a cheaper destination, while making
long-haul travel more expensive for Europeans . 

The challenges above are expected to be short-lived and, in
some cases, seasonal. Nonetheless, full recovery of
international arrivals to Europe will be delayed to 2025.

https://www.tourmis.info/index_e.html
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